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Abstract 
 
An indispensable tool for studying on-orbit satellite fragmentations is 
analyzing the velocity perturbations received by the fragments upon 
breakup. Two methods have been used: (1) The ‘old method’ of 
calculating the velocity perturbations in three mutually orthogonal 
directions obtained from Lagrange’s equations of planetary motion; 
and (2) The ‘new method’ of calculating the same obtained from the 
momentum and energy conservation equations. Whereas the former 
method gives approximate solutions, the latter method yields exact 
solutions, which are therefore preferred. However, the latter method 
requires information on the argument of perigee at the time of 
fragmentation, which is sometimes lacking for some of the earlier 
fragmentation events. This renders the sign of the radial component of 
the velocity perturbation indeterminate. In this study, we devise a 
combination method, where we utilize the magnitude of the radial 
component from the new method and incorporate its sign from the old 
method. This hybrid method is used to analyze the fragmentation of the 
Cosmos 1375 satellite. The frequency distributions of the radial and 
down-range components of the velocity perturbations of the fragments 
resemble Gaussian patterns centered at the origin. The frequency 
distribution of the cross-range component departs from the Gaussian 
pattern, but is still centered at the origin. The frequency distribution of 
the magnitudes of the velocity perturbations exhibits a Beta 
distribution pattern. The above results together with the absence of 
high period fragments give strong indications that the cause of the 
Cosmos 1375 fragmentation was internal explosion rather than external 
collision. 
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Introduction 
The magnitude, variance and directionality of the velocity perturbations of the 
fragments of a satellite can shed valuable information regarding the nature and 
intensity of the fragmentation, viz., whether the fragmentation was due to explosion 
(low-intensity or high-intensity) or collision (acute-angle or obtuse-angle). The three 
orthogonal components of the velocity perturbations imparted to the fragments are 
normally reckoned in the parent satellite’s frame of reference: (1) in the radial 
direction from the center of the Earth, dvr; (2) the down-range direction in the direction 
of increasing true anomaly, dvd; and (3) the cross-range direction parallel with the 
orbital angular momentum vector, dvx. Two distinct sets of equations have been used 
to calculate the velocity perturbations in the three mutually perpendicular directions: 
dvr, dvd and dvx. First, a set of equations were obtained from Lagrange’s equations of 
planetary motion by inversion. This ‘old method’ has been used by several 
investigators [1-3]. It gave approximate, and sometimes unreliable results and was 
quietly abandoned [3]. It was duly replaced by a new set of exact equations obtained 
from the conservation of momentum and kinetic energy [4]. The ‘new method’ was 
successfully utilized to analyze the Solwind ASAT experiment [5], Delta 180 collision 
experiment [6] and the Spot 1 Ariane rocket fragmentation [7]. 

One minor drawback of the new method is that it requires an additional piece of 
information regarding the fragment, viz., its argument of perigee at the time of 
fragmentation, without which the sign of dvr cannot be determined. In many of the 
older satellite fragmentation events, this information is no longer available. 
Consequently the new method cannot be used. In such a case, we devise a hybrid 
method, where we utilize the magnitude of the radial component from the new method 
and incorporate its sign from the old method. This combination method is used to 
analyze the fragmentation of the Cosmos 1375 satellite, which is reported here. 
 
 
The Combination Method 
In the old method, the velocity perturbation components received by a fragment in the 
three orthogonal directions are given by (cf. [8]): 

푑푣 = √ 2푎푒푑푒 − 1 − 푒 − 푑푎   (1)  

 

푑푣 = √ 푑푎 − 푑푒   (2) 

and 

푑푣 = √ 푑푖  (3)  

where n = mean motion of the parent satellite,  
a = semi major axis of the parent, 
e = eccentricity of the parent, 
i = inclination of the parent, 
u = argument of latitude of the parent,  
da = change in semi major axis of the fragment, 
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de = change in eccentricity of the fragment, 
di = change in inclination of the fragment,  
and r = radial distance of the fragmentation point from the center of the Earth. 
In the new method, the corresponding equations are given by [4]: 

푑푣 = ± 휇 −
′
− ′ 1 − 푒′ − 푣   (4) 

 

푑푣 = 휇푎′ 1 − 푒′ − 푣   (5) 

and 

푑푣 = 휇푎′ 1− 푒′   (6) 

with 

푣 = ± 휇푎푒 − (푟 − 푎)   (7) 

 

푣 = 휇푎(1 − 푒 )  (8) 

and 

휁 = ±
′ ( )( ′)

  (9) 

where vr = radial component of the parent’s velocity, 
vd = downrange component of the parent’s velocity, 
a’ = semi major axis of the fragment, 
e’ = eccentricity of the fragment, 
i’= inclination of the fragment, 
λ = latitude of the fragmentation point, 
ζ = plane change angle suffered by the fragment, 
and μ = gravitational parameter. 
In Eq. (4), the + sign corresponds to the ascending node of the fragment (true 

anomaly of the fragment θ’ < π) and the – sign corresponds to the descending node (θ’ 
> π). In Eq. (7), the + sign corresponds to the ascending node of the parent (true 
anomaly θ < π) and the – sign corresponds to the descending node (θ > π). 

 The true anomaly θ’ of the fragment which dictates the sign in Eq. (4) is 
determined from the argument of latitude u’ and the argument of perigee ω’ at the time 
of fragmentation [4]. When this information is unavailable, the sign of dvr in Eq. (4) 
becomes indeterminate. This is the case with many of the earlier satellite fragmentation 
events. In the combination method, we take the magnitude of dvr from the new method 
[Eq. (4)] and incorporate its sign from the old method [Eq. (1)]. We analyze the 
fragmentation of Cosmos 1375 satellite with this combination method. The data are 
taken from Ref. [9]. 
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Results and Discussion 
Cosmos 1375 (International Designator 1982-055) was launched on 6 June 1982 by the 
former Soviet Union into a near-circular orbit having an inclination of 65.84o [10]. It 
was polyhedral in shape having a diameter of 1.4 m, length 1.4 m and dry mass of 650 
kg [10]. On 21 October 1984, Cosmos 1375 fragmented over north Atlantic Ocean at 
latitude 66oN, longitude 351oE and altitude of 995 km [10].  

Cosmos 1375 belonged to a class of target satellites in a series of Soviet Anti-
satellite (ASAT) testing dating back to 1968 beginning with Cosmos 248 satellite [9, 
11]. However, Cosmos 1379, the interceptor satellite (variously called the ‘killer-
hunter’ satellite or the ‘kamikaze’ satellite in the general media) launched after 18 days 
after Cosmos 1375 failed to destroy its target [9, 11]. Three years later, Cosmos 1375 
fragmented without any sign of further Soviet ASAT activity. Mystery speculated over 
its destruction ever since. 

 

 
Figure 1: Gabbard Diagram of the fragments of Cosmos 1375 satellite. 

 
The ‘Gabbard diagram’ is one of the earliest tools for displaying the characteristics 

of a fragmentation which plots the heights of the apsidal points of the fragments 
against their periods. Figure 1 is the Gabbard diagram of the fragments of Cosmos 
1375 which shows the familiar ‘inclined X pattern’. One sure sign of satellite 
fragmentation by impact at an acute angle is the presence of a few high period 
fragments in the Gabbard diagram [12]. This was first observed in the U.S. ASAT 
experiment with the Solwind P78-1 satellite in 1985 [5] and then in the Delta 180 
collision experiment in the following year [6]. The absence of any high period 
fragments in Figure 1 rules out at least the external collision at an acute angle in the 
Cosmos 1375 breakup. 
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The velocity perturbations of the fragments of Cosmos 1375 in the three 
orthogonal directions were calculated from the orbital elements of the fragments given 
in Ref. [9] using the combination method. Figure 2 shows the frequency distributions 
of dvr, dvd, dvx, as well as dv’s of the Cosmos 1375 fragments. The dvr and dvd 
distributions are narrow Gaussian centered about the origin. They suggest that the 
fragmentation of Cosmos 1375 was more likely due to internal explosion than external 
impact, since in the latter case, the Gaussian envelopes are shifted from the origin in 
the direction of impact [6]. The dvx distribution was far wider than the other two, and 
was no longer Gaussian, being represented by exponential forms on each halves. 
However, it is still centered at the origin and therefore rules out collision. The dv 
distribution was fitted with a Beta distribution, which is a characteristic of explosive 
fragmentation [4]. It has been shown that internal explosion was far more effective in 
spreading the fragments than external impact [13]. It is this spread velocity which is 
responsible for the peak in the Beta distribution in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Frequency distributions of dvr, dvd, dvx and  dv of the fragments of  
Cosmos 1375. 

 
Figure 3 shows the scatterplots of dvr, dvd and dvx of the fragments of Cosmos 

1375 in (1) the vertical plane coinciding with the orbital plane of the parent satellite 
(upper left); (2) the vertical plane containing the orbital angular momentum vector of 
the parent satellite (upper right); and (3) in the horizontal plane (lower center). In (1), 
(2) and (3), the numbers of fragments in each quadrant are marked. In (1), there are 
more fragments in the second and fourth quadrants, and the pattern is not isotropic, 
with a concentration below the horizontal plane, and a dearth of fragments with small 
dvr’s. However, there is no definitive sign of impact. In (2), the pattern is more 
isotropic with a relative scarcity of fragments in the first quadrant. But still no 
definitive sign of impact is seen. In (3), the pattern is even more isotropic and, and 
once again, devoid of any signature of impact. 
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Figure 3: Scatterplots of dvr, dvd and dvx of the fragments of Cosmos 1375 in (a) the 
vertical plane containing the plane of the orbit (upper left); (b) vertical plane 
containing the orbital angular momentum vector (upper right); and (c) horizontal plane 
(lower). 

 
Figure 4 is a three-dimensional scatterplot of dvr, dvd and dvx of the fragments of 

Cosmos 1375. There seems to be a curious two-tier level of fragments above and 
below dvr = 0. This is a manifestation of a lack of fragments with small dvr’s, already 
evident in Figs. 2 and 3. The wider range in the distribution of dvx as compared with 
dvr and dvd as discussed in conjunction with Figure 3 is also evident. 

The Cosmos 1375 fragmentation was long thought be a part of the Soviet ASAT 
program [10, 11] even though the interceptor Cosmos 1379 failed to destroy it. This 
study shows that fragmentation was most likely caused by some internal explosion 
rather than external collision.  

 

 
Figure 4: Three-dimensional scatterplot of dvr, dvd and dvx of the fragments of 
Cosmos 1375. 
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